
1. Bartholomew “Barty” Sinclair | President
As the President of the Democratic Disney Alliance, Barty Sinclair assumes the crucial
responsibility of leading the executive branch and shaping the political trajectory of the
alliance. A charismatic leader with a background in corporate governance and significant ties
to the entertainment industry, Sinclair underscores the importance of collaboration between
the Democratic Party and Disney for both cultural and economic influence. President Sinclair
possesses the authority to influence legislation, spearhead foreign policy initiatives, and
leverage Disney's substantial media influence to shape public opinion, thereby utilizing the
alliance's combined political and entertainment resources.

2. Marvel Rowen | CEO of Disney
Marvel Rowen serves as the CEO of Disney, holding the highest executive position
responsible for overseeing the company's operations, strategy, and financial performance.
With over two decades of experience in the entertainment industry, Rowen is recognized as a
visionary leader who has effectively driven Disney's global expansion and embraced
innovative content creation. In addition to steering the company's creative direction and
making strategic business decisions, CEO Rowen utilizes Disney's extensive resources to
support the goals of the Democratic-Disney Alliance. As a prominent figurehead of the
company, Rowen wields considerable influence in advancing the objectives of the alliance.

3. Micheal Ramirez | Vice President
Michael Ramirez, as the Vice President of the Democratic-Disney Alliance, holds the
second-highest-ranking government position, supporting the President and contributing to
policy decisions. A seasoned politician with a focus on social issues, Ramirez brings political
experience and a commitment to Democratic values. In his role, Vice President Ramirez
represents the administration, participates in policy discussions, and engages in diplomatic
efforts to ensure a unified approach to governance. Notably, he holds the tie-breaker vote in
the senate and is designated to assume the presidency should anything happen to President
Sinclair.

4. Eiljah Mikaelson | Chairman of the Board
Elijah Mikaelson, in his capacity as the Chairman of the Board for the Democratic-Disney
Alliance, plays a pivotal role in guiding Disney's overall strategy and ensuring the company's
long-term success. Recognized for his strategic thinking and financial influence in the
business world, Mikaelson brings expertise in corporate leadership and utilizes personal
connections with significant donors to shape Disney's direction. As Chairman, Mikaelson
influences high-level corporate decisions, steers the company's vision, and aligns Disney's
interests with the political agenda of the Democratic-Disney Alliance.



5. William Donovan | NSA Director
William Donovan serves as the Director of the National Security Administration, providing
him with distinctive insight into the American public through comprehensive analysis of their
public actions and search history. Despite his technical independence from political parties,
Donovan was specifically selected by the Democratic Disney President to whom he directly
reports, reinforcing his allegiance to the Democratic Party. In his role, Donovan possesses the
authority to investigate the American public with a significantly enhanced depth of resources
and technology, surpassing the capabilities available to ordinary politicians or businessmen.

6. Samantha Roberts | FBI Director
The Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) holds a pivotal role in overseeing
the nation's law enforcement. Appointed by President Bartholomew Sinclair, a Democrat, and
subsequently approved by the Senate, she wields the authority to allocate the human,
machine, and financial resources of the FBI. This authority empowers her to conduct
investigations into matters of suspected illegal activity, with a mandate for greater
transparency compared to the National Security Administration (NSA).

7. Jennifer Collins | Speaker of the House
In her capacity as the Speaker of the House, she assumes the dual roles of Democratic
political party leader and presiding officer, concurrently serving as the administrative head.
Her responsibilities encompass upholding order within the political party, overseeing its
proceedings, and managing the administration of its business. Additionally, she possesses the
authority to grant permission for members of the U.S. Representative to speak on the House
floor, appoint members to committees, and declare the results of all votes.

8. Lu Min Wang | Senate Majority Leader
Lu Min Wang, serving as the Senate Majority Leader, plays a pivotal role in the
Democratic-Disney Alliance's upper house, tasked with managing legislative priorities and
fostering consensus among senators. As a seasoned politician with expertise in international
relations, Senator Wang contributes significantly to shaping foreign policy and advancing the
alliance's global influence. In the capacity of Senate Majority Leader, Wang guides the
legislative agenda, leads Senate debates, and exercises influence over senators to ensure the
passage of bills aligned with the Democratic-Disney Alliance's objectives.

9. Ananya Godbole | Chief Creative Officer (Disney Company)
As the Chief Creative Officer, Ananya Godbole assumes the responsibility of directing
creative choices, encompassing advertising, plans for new entertainment content, and brand
development. Her primary objective in this role is to drive revenue generation, business
growth, and profitability by leveraging design and initiating new creative projects. In her
capacity, Godbole leads the company's creative department, overseeing the strategy and
execution of various creative activities, including advertising campaigns, brand development,
and content creation.



10. Ava Parker | Chief Financial Officer (Disney)
Ava holds the position of Chief Financial Officer (CFO) at Disney, serving as a senior
executive closely collaborating with the Chief Executive Officer (CEO). In the organizational
hierarchy, CFOs report directly to both the CEO and the board of directors, of which Ava is a
member. In her role as CFO, Ava wields the ultimate authority in determining Disney's
financial actions, encompassing critical areas such as budgetary decisions and business
acquisitions.

11. William Bennett | Chief Operating Officer (COO of Disney)
In his role as Chief Operating Officer (COO) at Disney, William Bennett assumes
responsibility for the daily administration and general operations of the company. Operating
on a day-to-day scale, the COO actively implements the long-term business visions set by the
CEO. As a key member of the Board of Directors, the COO reports directly to both the CEO
and the Board. Positioned as second in command after the CEO, the COO is designated to
take over the company in the event that the CEO is unable to fulfill their responsibilities.
With access to all company resources, the COO plays a critical role in ensuring the smooth
functioning of Disney's operational aspects.

12. Olivia Reed | President of Disney Studios
Olivia Reed, in her role as the President of Disney Studios for the Democratic-Disney
Alliance, assumes the responsibility of guiding the creative and strategic direction of the
alliance's film productions, thereby shaping its cultural impact. Recognized as a visionary
film executive with a passion for storytelling, President Reed underscores the pivotal role of
cinema in influencing public opinion and advancing the alliance's narrative. With the
authority to influence the creative direction of film productions, President Reed strategically
leverages Disney's cinematic influence to shape cultural narratives that align with the values
and goals of the Democratic-Disney Alliance.

13. Alexander Hughes | President of Disney Parks
As the President of Disney Parks, Alexander Hughes assumes responsibility for the
management and development of theme parks essential to the cultural and economic
influence of the Democratic-Disney Alliance. With expertise in the theme park industry,
President Hughes concentrates on enhancing visitor experiences and strategically leveraging
Disney's parks for both entertainment and political purposes. Hughes actively shapes the
development and policies of Disney's theme parks, utilizing them as cultural touchpoints to
reinforce the alliance's values and promote its political agenda.



14. Natalie Foster | President of Disney Television
In her role as the President of Disney Television for the Democratic-Disney Alliance, Natalie
Foster assumes the responsibility of guiding the alliance's television content, strategically
influencing public opinion through broadcast media. With a background as a seasoned
television executive, President Foster possesses a nuanced understanding of the influential
role television plays in shaping public discourse and cultural narratives. She exercises the
authority to influence the alliance's television content, leveraging Disney's extensive
broadcasting reach to convey political messages and shape public perception in alignment
with the objectives of the Democratic-Disney Alliance.

15. Oliver Johnson | President of Disney Marketing
Oliver Johnson, serving as the President of Disney Marketing, assumes a pivotal role in
shaping the public image of the Democratic-Disney Alliance and promoting its values
through strategic marketing initiatives. A dynamic marketing executive, Johnson specializes
in crafting campaigns that resonate with audiences and reinforce the alliance's brand. In his
capacity as President, Johnson holds the authority to shape marketing strategies, leveraging
Disney's extensive reach to promote the Democratic-Disney Alliance's messages and
positively influence public opinion.

16. Daniel Mitchell | President of Disney Animation
In his role as the President of Disney Animation, Daniel Mitchell holds the responsibility of
guiding the artistic and creative direction of the alliance's animated content. As a visionary
animation executive, President Mitchell is characterized by a passion for storytelling through
animation and a commitment to aligning Disney's creative output with the values of the
Democratic-Disney Alliance. His authority extends to shaping the animation studio's creative
projects, strategically leveraging Disney's animated content to convey messages that resonate
with the cultural and political goals of the alliance.

17. Sophia Nelson | Head of Disney Music Group (Disney Company)
In her capacity as the President of Disney Music Group, Sophia Nelson assumes
responsibility for overseeing the musical initiatives of the Democratic-Disney Alliance,
employing music as a potent tool for cultural influence. As a leader in the music industry,
President Nelson possesses a profound understanding of the alliance's cultural impact and
underscores the role of music in shaping public sentiment. With the authority to influence the
musical direction of the alliance, President Nelson strategically utilizes Disney's music
platforms to convey messages, evoke emotions, and support the cultural and political
objectives of the Democratic-Disney Alliance through subtle messaging.



18. Nicholas Carter | Head of Disney Streaming (Disney Company)
As the Head of Disney Streaming, Nicholas Carter assumes the responsibility of overseeing
the streaming platforms vital to the digital presence and cultural influence of the
Democratic-Disney Alliance. With a background as a digital media strategist, Carter
concentrates on leveraging streaming services to reach diverse audiences and effectively
convey the alliance's messages. In his role, Head of Streaming Carter shapes the content
strategy for Disney's streaming platforms, utilizing them as a digital medium to disseminate
information, shape narratives, and support the Democratic-Disney Alliance's overarching
objectives.

19. Benjamin Wells | Head of Disney Consumer Products (Disney Company)
As the Head of Disney Consumer Products, Benjamin Wells is responsible for overseeing the
creation and distribution of merchandise that reinforces the brand of the Democratic-Disney
Alliance. A seasoned retail and merchandising expert, Head of Consumer Products Wells
comprehends the significance of consumer products in cultivating brand loyalty. In his role,
Wells possesses the authority to influence the design and distribution of Disney-branded
merchandise, strategically utilizing it as a tool to enhance the alliance's public image and
cultural impact.

20. Mia Scott | Head of Disney Research and Development (Disney Company)
In her role as the Head of Disney Research and Development, Mia Scott holds a crucial
position in driving technological innovation and creative advancements within the
Democratic-Disney Alliance. As a forward-thinking leader, Head of R&D Scott concentrates
on leveraging technology to support both Disney's entertainment endeavors and the alliance's
broader goals. With the authority to drive innovative projects, she incorporates cutting-edge
technology into Disney's offerings, contributing to the alliance's cultural and technological
influence.

21. Diane Chevonne | Head of Disney International (Disney Company)
In her role as the Head of Disney International, Diane Chevonne takes charge of overseeing
the alliance's global expansion and international operations, actively shaping its presence on
the world stage. A seasoned international business leader, Head of International Chevonne
focuses on aligning Disney's global activities with the political and cultural objectives of the
Democratic-Disney Alliance. In her capacity, Head of International Chevonne guides the
expansion of Disney's influence on a global scale, strategically utilizing international
operations to support the alliance's diplomatic and cultural initiatives.



22. Victoria Foster | Head of Disney Public Relations (Disney Company)
In her role as the Head of Disney Public Relations, Victoria Foster assumes responsibility for
managing the public image of the Democratic-Disney Alliance and shaping narratives
through strategic communication. A skilled public relations professional, Head of PR Foster
prioritizes transparency and positive messaging to enhance the alliance's reputation. With the
ability to craft public communication strategies, manage crises, and shape public perception,
Head of PR Foster plays a crucial role in supporting the Democratic-Disney Alliance's
political and cultural goals through effective public relations efforts.

23. David Peterson | Chief Strategist (Democratic Party)
David Peterson serves as the Chief Strategist, overseeing the evaluation of innovation ideas
from the workforce and providing guidance on funding and creativity. Attaining this position
based on his exceptional skills in chess and strategic acumen, Peterson is entrusted with the
responsibility of developing corporate vision and strategy. His role extends to overseeing
strategic planning and leading initiatives aimed at aligning the organization with its long-term
goals.

24. Olivia Morgan | Communications Director (Democratic Party)
In her role as the Communications Director for the Democratic-Disney Alliance, Olivia
Morgan takes charge of leading the alliance's communication efforts, ensuring a coherent and
impactful message. Leveraging her background as the Policy Debate Captain in High School
and College, Morgan excels in public speaking and crafting messages with a persuasive
touch. Her critical role extends to the establishment and promotion of the organization's
brand, where she actively creates, coordinates, and executes communication plans aimed at
increasing public awareness.

25. Jason Williams | National Campaign Manager (Democratic Party)
In his role as the National Campaign Manager for the Democratic-Disney Alliance, Jason
Williams takes charge of overseeing political campaigns and electoral strategies aimed at
securing support for the alliance. A seasoned political operative, Campaign Manager
Williams directs his focus towards organizing and executing campaigns that resonate
effectively with the alliance's target audience. With the authority to influence campaign
strategies, allocate resources, and coordinate efforts, Campaign Manager Williams plays a
crucial role in ensuring the successful outcome of electoral endeavors for the
Democratic-Disney Alliance.



26. Samantha Lewis | Policy Advisor (Democratic Party)
In her role as a Policy Advisor for the Democratic-Disney Alliance, Samantha Lewis offers
expert guidance on legislative and political matters, actively shaping the alliance's policy
positions. As a knowledgeable policy expert, Policy Advisor Lewis focuses on crafting
strategies that align with the broader goals of the Democratic-Disney Alliance. Her
contributions extend to the development of legislative agendas, providing expertise on policy
matters, and ensuring that political decisions align with the alliance's values, thereby
contributing to the strategic alignment of the alliance's objectives.

27. Andrew Carter | Press Secretary (Democratic Party)
Andrew Carter serves as the Press Secretary for the Democratic-Disney Alliance, bearing the
responsibility of overseeing media relations and molding public perception through strategic
communication. A proficient communicator with a background in media relations, Press
Secretary Carter concentrates on delivering messages that harmonize with the alliance's
values. In his role, Carter is empowered to manage media interactions, craft press releases,
and control the narrative to secure positive public perception and foster support for the
Democratic-Disney Alliance.

28. Jessica Lee | Fundraising Director (Democratic Party)
Jessica Lee, in her role as the Fundraising Director for the Democratic-Disney Alliance,
assumes responsibility for overseeing fundraising campaigns and implementing financial
strategies essential for supporting the alliance's political and entertainment initiatives. As a
strategic fundraiser, Director Lee concentrates on mobilizing financial resources to sustain
the activities of the Democratic-Disney Alliance. With the capacity to develop and execute
fundraising strategies, mobilize financial support, and ensure the availability of resources,
Fundraising Director Lee plays a pivotal role in meeting the financial requirements of the
alliance.

29. Ethan Wallace | Deputy Chief of Staff (Democratic Party)
In his role as the Deputy Chief of Staff for the Democratic-Disney Alliance, Ethan Wallace
offers indispensable support to the executive leadership, ensuring the efficient operation and
coordination of alliance activities. A trusted aide with a background in organizational
management, Deputy Chief of Staff Wallace concentrates on streamlining processes and
facilitating communication within the alliance. His responsibilities encompass coordinating
internal operations, providing support to high-ranking officials, and ensuring seamless
collaboration within the Democratic-Disney Alliance's leadership structure. Working closely
with the chief of staff, Deputy Chief of Staff Wallace plays a key role in directing the
executive office of the White House.


